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Karma Tsunami comin down on you with the weight of
the sea it ain' never fun the repercussions of the
concussion of what the karma tsunami from what
you've done Do unto others as you want them to do
unto you laughing at the pain that you put others
through buildin' up bad karma bad luck crashing down
on you now look what you've done Karma Tsunami
weighing a thousand tons comin down on you with the
weight of the sea it ain' never fun the repercussions of
the concussion of what the karma tsunami from what
you've done wrong to your friends Scandalous grave
diggin' and tossin' dirt done and it's you they put
they're trust in you done burned all you bridges and
you're stranded out at sea buried six feet in the grave
of denial twistin' and turnin' in your sleep Whoa is your
karma maker machine you can't berathe nor see
especially when it's bad swordfish merlins and the
Lusitania lobsters clams and the andreadoria the
thresher, Macao and bluewhale blurring box and
jellyfish in a tidal wave built with the fury of hell
nowhere to run or hide Karma tsunami standing high
comin' down on you what chu gonna do Do unto others
as you want them to do unto you laughing at the pain
that you put others through now look what you've done
buildin' up bad karma bad luck crashing down on you
weighing a thousand tons Karma Tsunami comin down
on you with the weight of the sea it ain' never fun the
repercussions of the concussion of what the karma
tsunami from what you've done
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